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We owe our ancestors a debt.

Why?

They developed the practices that have

sustained humankind for thousands of years 

up till now.



What were the traditional practices that 
people needed to sustain themselves?

Making

clothes

Slaughtering
meat

Making 
utensils

Growing 
and 
gathering 
crops

Providing 
sleeping 

arrangements

Building 
houses

Traditional 
domestic 
practices

Collecting 
and storing 

water

Providing food

Brewing 
traditional 
beer

Grinding 
grain

Cooking food

Preserving 
food

Storing 
food



Humankind and societies have developed in the 

context of the environments in which they lived.

When building shelters, homes and making utensils: 

• Indigenous people used what was available to them in their 
immediate environment. 

• The structures and utensils they made suited the environment 
in which they lived.



Natural materials used:

Properties
•Lengthwise strength 

•Flexibility

sedges

grasses

reedsIlala palm



Why do these materials have these 
particular properties?

...Because of photosynthesis

Water 
(H2O)

Starch 

Glucose 
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Products of Photosynthesis.....





Making fibres stronger by weaving



Weaving techniques



Weaving techniques……..



The properties after weaving

• Greater strength in all directions

• Greater flexibility

• Durability

• Biodegradable



Traditional Zulu utensils made by weaving 
fibres……

Ikhamba- storage basket for beer

Isithebe – serving mat

Isichumo – grain storage



Traditional Zulu utensils made by weaving 
fibres……

Imbenge- beer pot cover
Ivovo- beer strainer

Ilansi –sleeping mat



Modern examples are now marketed as 
artworks ……



Fibres and weaving techniques were also used 

to make dwellings ….

Matjies huis of the Nama people

Framework of branches

Inside a matjies huis



Zulu dome house………..



Xhosa dwelling……..



Classification of materials
Living Things 

(Carbon-based life forms from photosynthesis)

Wood and Plant materials 
(Cellulose fibres)

• Paper

• Fabrics 

-rayon

-cotton

-hemp

-flax

-bamboo fibre

- jute

- sisal, etc

Fossil Coal, Oil & Gas
• Synthetic polymers 

(Plastics)

- nylon

- polyester

- lycra

Animal Fibres
- horse hair

- sinews

- feathers, etc



Testing different fibres

• Synthetic fibres are more flammable than 
natural fibres.

• Synthetic fibres melt, but natural fibres form 
ash.

• Synthetic fibres are not biodegradable, but 
natural fibres are.



Why should this content be in 
the curriculum?

Would it appeal to girls?



• "When we are basket weaving we are making a meaningful 
connection to our past and continuing to maintain a feeling of 
belonging to something of great value that lasts across the 
generations. Doing this, we can go through a great sense of 
bonding with the earth that has always nourished us and 
nurtured our souls. That affinity results in a sense of us 
realizing our genuine identity that is priceless.“ Anonymous

Thank You.


